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ABSTRACT 
As a natural, intuitive model for inferences about certain char~ 
acteristics of finite populations, Bruce Hill has proposed a sequence 
of exchangeable variables x1 , ••• ,Xn+l which have distinct values with 
probability one and have the property that, conditional on x1 , ••• ,X, . n 
the next observation Xn+l is eqoally likely to fall in any of the 
n+l intervals determined by x1 , ••• ,xn. Harold Jeffreys had previously 
assumed such a model (in the case n = 2) for normal measurements with 
unknown mean and variance. Hill has shown that, for n ~ 1, there exist 
no countably additive distributions with the prescribed properties. It 
is shown here that finitely additive distributions with these properties 
do exist for all n and have a number of interesting properties • 
AMS 1970 subject classifications. 62.A.15, 28A.35. 
Key Words 2 Phrases. Saq,ling models, diffuse priors, finite additivity, 
exchangeable variables~ product measures. 
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1. Introduction 
Bruce Hill (1968) described a sampling situation in which the numerical 
characteristic under observation has an arbitrary or "rubbery" scale, and 
prior information about the population distribution on this scale (assumed 
to be continuous) is vague. In this situation, Hill argued, the numerical 
values of a sample convey negligible information about the overall population 
values, although they do induce what might be called a predictive ordering on 
those values. For example, it is reasonable to assume that the second obser-
vation is equally likely to be bigger or smaller than the first observation, 
whether the first is 5 or 50. Here is a way to formulate this property ma.th-
ematically: let (x1 , ••• , Xn) represent a sample drawn without replacement 
from the population; let J 1 , ••• , Jn+l denote the n+l (random) intervals 
into which (x1 , ••• , Xn) partitions R; and let Xn+l represent a further sample 
(still without replacement) from the population. Then the distribution for 
should assign equal weight to each J., regardless of the numerical 
J. 
values of x1, ••• , Xn. More precisely, 
(a) P [ (x1 , ••• , x ) e A and x 1 e J. ] = 1/ n+ 1 P ((x1 , ••• , X ) e A) , n n+ 1 n 
for l ~ i ~ n+l and every Borel set A~ Rn. 
Clearly, if a fixed population is sampled, (a) cannot be achieved. What 
is sought is·a prior distribution on populations, such that if. "P" repre-
sents unconditional probability with respect to this prior, (a) is true. 
Such a prior is noninforma.tive in the sense that no matter what values are 
observed for che first n individuals.sampled, the n+lst individual is 
equally likely to fall between any two of them. 
Hill posed the question of the existence of such priors in a broader 
setting: for fixed n, he asked for the construction of an exchangeable 
sequence of random variables x1, ••• , Xn+l and a probability measure P 
such that (a) is true. He proved that, for all n ~ 1, no solution exists 
to this problem if P is required to be countably additive. He left the 
problem open in case P is only required.to be finitely additive. Section 2 
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of this paper contains a formal statement of this problem. 
For n = 2, Hill's problem has a soluti~ in a setting quite apart 
from finite populations. This solution involves modifying a construction 
due to Jeffreys (1932) dealing with normal measurement error when the mean 
µ and variance cr2 are unknown. Again, the problem involves noninformative 
priors: Jeffreys computed a prior on the parameter space by assuming (a) 
(which he considered an obvious fact in this case) and showing that only the 
improper prior, cr-2 dµ,do- 2 , is consi'S~ent with (a). If the parameter space is 
equipped with Jeffreys' prior, and x1, x2 , and x3 
are assumed to be con-
ditionally independent N(~, cr2 ), then a sampling model satisfying (a) is 
obtained. Substituting a natural finitely additive prior for Jeffreys• prior 
yields a solution to Hill's problem for n = 2; this is carried out in 
section 3 below. 
In section 5, we return to the context of sampling from a finite 
population and solve Hill's problem in this case. In this section it is 
assumed that the population size, m, is known. A class of finitely add~ 
itive measures on Rm, called strategic product measures, is defined. 
These measures play the role of prior distributions on the space of 
finite populations of size m. Let m v be a strategic product measure 
on Rm; another measure on Rm, denoted P{vm) is defined in section 5. 
Under P(vm), the m coordinate functions play the role of sampling 
variables from a population chosen by m \) . Theorem 2--together with 
Lemma 4.2--characterize the class of strategic product measures vm 
such that, under P(vm), the coordinate functions satisfy (a) for all 
n ~ m-1. In particular, Theorem 2 shows that solutions to Hill's problem 
exist for all finite n. 
co 
1. U Rm. If the population size is unknown, the prior must ive on 
m=l 
It 
is easy to construct such priors. Just "pick an integer N at randomn 
I 
I.I 
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according to some purely finitely additive probability on the positive 
integers. Then construct a strategic product measure N N V onR 
(verifying the conditions of Theorem 2) and its associated sampling dis-
tribution P(vN). Since N is finite but larger than any given integer 
with probability one, this construction will yield an infinite sequence 
of exchangeable variables verifying {a) for every n. A somewhat more 
formal solution to this problem is presented in section 6. 
Sections 7-9 discuss various properties of arbitrary solutions to 
Hill's problem, and section 10 presents some comments on unresolved 
questions connected with ideas in this paper. 
The material in sections 4, 5, and 8 indicates that strategic pro-
duct measures with widely different properties lead to sampling variables 
satisfying (a). (For example, see Theorem 6 and its corollary). As 
Hill's work shows, inference on certain population characteristics 
(including percentiles) depends on the prior only through (a). In this 
sense, all the priors satisfying (a) are noninforma.tive. Further work 
may reveal inference questions with respect to which some of the priors 
constructed here are appropriate ·and some are not. 
The fact tha~ finitely additive prior~ whtch lead to sampling var-. 
~ebles •atisfying (a) exist has an important consequence for Hill's theory: 
Heath and Sudderth (1976) show that inferences are coherent when (and only 
.when) they are consistent with a finitely additive prior. 
2. 
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The Problem. 
Let Rn be real n-dimensional space and S the set of all 
n 
permutations on (1, ••• , n). Each rr in Sn induces a trans-
formation on n R, also denoted IT by 
rr(xl, ••• , xn) = (¾ , ••• , ~ ). (1) (n) 
A probability on Rn is a finitely additive probability defined 
n 
on all subsets of R. Let H be the collection of all probabilities 
n 
~ on Rn which satisfy the following conditions: 
( i) Exchangeabi li ty: [3 (A) = s·.(lT (A) ) for every Borel set A c Rn 
(ii) No:ties: r:3 {x e Rn: x. = x.} = 0 for 1 s i < j ~ n. 
1. J 
(iii) For 1 sis n, the event that the nth coordinate function 
has rank i is independent of the first n-1 coordinate 
functions and has probability 1/n. That is, for every Borel 
-, 
I 
i I 
.. 
A c: Rn-l and 1 s i s n, \lal 
(2.1) ~(x e Rn: {x1, ••• , x 1 ) e A and x = x(·)} =.!~(Ax R), n- n 1 n i 
-
where x{i) is the i th smallest coordinate of (x1 , ••• , xn). 
Hill's problem, as discussed in section:l, is to show that Hn is 
nonempty for n ~ 2. ... 
I / 
I 
-
I 
L 
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3. An example: Three Normal Measurements with Mean and Variance Unknown 
For n = 2, a modification of the argument in Jeffreys (1932) yields 
a solution to Hill's problem. Identify the normal parameter space 
{(µ, c2): ~ e R, cr2 > O} with the affine group in one dimension by 
associating (µ, cr2 ) with the affine transformation x ~ax+µ. To 
model lack of knowledge about the true parameters, it is natural to take 
as prior measure on the parameter space an invariant measure on this 
group. So let rr be a finitely additive, left-invariant probability 
measure on the one-dimensional affine group {see Greenleaf (1969), p. 68), 
and let ~ be any probability on R3 such that, if A is a Borel set, 
then 
That is, given {µ,a2 ), the coordinate functions--which we shall write as 
random variables 
variance cr2 • 
x1, x2 , and x3
--are indepe~dent normal with mean µ and 
Let d = ½ • (x1 - x2 f and m = ½(x1 + x2). As Heath and Sudderth 
(1976) show, the posterior distribution of (µ, cr2) given x1 and x2 is the 
same as the distribution of (dKS-l + m, 2d2 s-2 ) where K and S are 
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independent standard normal variables. It then follows--just as in the 
countably additive case--that we may calculate the distribution of x
3 
given x1 and x2 {for details, see section 9). If we denote this 
conditional distribution ~- then, for Ac R, 
xl,x2 
where d(µ,a2 fx1,x2) is the posterior distribution for c~,a2 ) given 
xl = xl and x2 = x2. 
In particular, if § represents the standard normal c.d.f., and 
f is the standard normal density {and for convenience, suppose x1 < x2 ), 
then 
X - µ X - ~ 
~xl,x2 {x: xl ~ x ~ x2} = J[i( 2 a ) - i( la )] d(~,cr2lxl,x2) 
= f[l{(\12d)-1s(x2 - dkx-l - m)J - l{(v'2d)-
1
s(x1 - dks-l - m)}f{k)f(s)dkds 
= J[t{(\.,2 d)""1sd(l - ks-1)} - t((\/2df1sd(-1-ks-1)} f(k)f(s)dkds 
The last line is free of d .and m and hence does not depend on the 
particular values of x1 and x2 • Since the same expression is 
obtained if x1 ~ x2 , 13 {x: x1 s x s x } is a constant function of xl,x2 2 
Moreover, 
where v is the marginal distribution of the first two coordinates. By 
the preceding paragraph, the integrand is a constant--hence the constant 
I 
I 
~ 
-
i I 
, I 
--\ 
-
must be l/3. Similarly, it can be shown that 
l/3 = ~ {x: x ~ min(x1,x2 )} xl,x2 
= ~ {x: min(x1 ,x2 ) ~ x ~ max (x1 ,x2 )} xl,x2 
= ~ {x: x ~ max (x1,x2)} xl,x2 a.s. y. 
Thus S satisfies condition (iii) of section 2 with n = 2; since S 
clearly satisfies (i) and (ii), ~ is an element of H2 • 
4. An alternative formulation of the problem. 
There is a natural correspondence bel-ween H and the set O of 
n n 
probabilities a on Rn which satisfy these two conditions: 
(v) for 1 ~ m < n, the a-marginal distribution of any set of m 
coordinates (in ascending order) is the same. 
To describe the correspondence, some notation is needed. For 
x = (x1, ••• , xn) in Rn, let ord x = (x(l)' ••• , x(n)) denote the 
vector whose coordinates are defined by: {x(l)' ••• , x(n)} = {x1 , ••• , xnJ 
and x(l) ~ ••• ~ x(n)· Also, to each probability a on Rn, associate 
its symmetrization ~ = P(a), where 
(4.1) P(a)(A) = .!, ~ a{x: TT(x) e A}, 
n. rr s 
e n 
for each AS Rn. Intuitively, the P(a)-distribution is obtained by 
choosing x e Rn according to a and then putting the coordinates in 
a random order. 
The theorem below demonstrates that Hill's problem is equivalent 
to showing that O is nonempty for n ~ 2. 
n 
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Theorem 1. If a e O, then P(a) e H. Conversely, if Se H and a 
- n - n - - n-
!! ~ distribution under a .£! ord x, then a e o and P(a) = S. 
- n-
The proof of Theorem 1 will take up most of the remainder of this 
section. To prove the first assertion, fix a e O and let a= P(a). 
n 
Clearly, a satisfies conditions (i) and {ii) in the definition of H. 
n 
To verify (iii), assume n > 1 {for otherwise (iii) is trivial) and define 
a mapping Tf ~rr from s to s l by the rule 
n n-
IT(k) = Tf(k) if IT(k) ~ TT(n), 
= Tf(k) - 1 if TT(k) >TT(n). 
Intuitively, if IT(n) = i, then IT orders the elements (1, ••• , n-1) in 
I\ 
the same way that rr orders (1, ••• , i, ••• , n). (Here and below the 
,. 
notation 'a' denotes the omission of 'a'.) Indeed, the mapping is one -
one from S • = {Tr e Sn: Tf (n) = i} onto S 1 for each i. Notice that, n,1 n-
for rr es ., 
n,1 
(4.2) 
Some additional information about the mapping TT, IT is recorded in the 
following len:una, after which the proof of Theorem 1 will resume. 
Lemna 4.1. Let A S Rn-l 2 ~ a' ~ ~ marginal distribution .2£. a 
on the first n-1 coordinates. Then, for each rr e S , 
---- ----- -------- n 
and 
-
(4.4) ~(A x R) = 1 ~ a'{y e Rn-l: TT'(y) e A}. (n-l)! Tf'es 
n-1 
Proof: Let TT e S . • Then 
n,1 
afx: TT(x) e A x R} = a{x: (~(l)' ••• , ¾(n-l)) e A} 
= a{x:(x1, ••. , : 1 , ••• , xn) e fr
1(A)) 
= a' (y: rf(y) e A}. 
I I 
I 
• I 
I ; 
I 
! I 
-
! i 
-· 
1, ( 
! i' 
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The second equality in this calculation is by (4.2) and the final one 
uses condition (v). This proves (4.3). 
The calculation below yields (4.4). 
~(A X R) = .!, :E a[lT(x) e A X R] 
n. 1Tes 
n 
1 
= -, 
n. 
!} 
Tres 
n 
a' [Ti'(y) e A] 
= 
1 ~ a' [1T' (y) e A]. {n-1) ! 1T' S 
e n-1 
The successive equalities are by (4.1), (4.3), ·.and the fact that 
each lT• in S 1 is the image of n elements in S under the map n- n 
rr"?rr. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. D 
To finish the proof of the first assertion of Theorem 1, let Ac Rn-l 
and let 1 ~ i ~ n. It suffices to verify (2.1). 
By condition (iv), 
a[xi = x(i)] = 1. 
Let C. = [x = x(·)]. Then 
i n i 
a[lT(x) e C.] = 1 or 0 
l. 
according as rr(n) = i or rr(n) ~ i. 
Thus, for B =Ax R, 
1,(c1 n B) = .!, ~ a[TT(x) e Ci n B] n. 1Tes 
n 
= .!, iJ a[lT(x) e B] 
n. 1TeS • 
n, i 
= !., iJ 
n. 
a' [fi'(y) e A] 
1Tes • 
n,1. 
= .! f 1 , ~ a' [Tr' (y) e A ]J 
n (n-1). lT'es 
n-1 
= ,! 1'(A x R) 
n 
- 10 - l 
One half of the proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. The converse 
half uses the following two lemmas, the first of which is adopted from 
an argument in Hill ((1968), p. 688). 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose n > 1, S e Hn, ~ 13' .!!. _Eh! marginal distribution of 
13 ~_Eh! first n-1 coordinates. ~ 13' e Hn-l· 
Proof: The result is clear if n = 2; so assume n = m + 2 > 2. It remains 
clear that S' satisfies (i) and (ii). To check (iii), let J 0 , ••• , Jm be 
the intervals into which R is partitioned by the points x1 , ••• , xm 
and, for i = 0, ••• , m, define 
u. {x n e Ji}, = e R : xm+2 l. 
V. = {x n Ji}. e R : xm+l e l. 
For A:: Rm, it follows from exchangeability that 
S {U. n [ (x1, • • • , x ) e A]} = l3 (V. n [ (x1 , •.• , X ) e A]} 1. m 1. m 
m 
Denote the common value by ei, and lets = L) e. = S [ (x1 , ••. , xm) e A]. . _/"\ l. 
1.-v 
Then, for each i, 
e . = S {U. n [ (x1 , ... , x ) e A]} l. l. m 
m 
= ~ S {V • n U. n [ ( x1, •••, x) e A]} 
·=0 J l. m J-
m 
= ~ [{1 + aij)/(m + 2)] e . 
j=O J 
= (s + e.)/(m + 2). 
l. 
The next to last equality,uses condition (iii). It now follows that 
e. = s/(m + 1) = s/(n-1), which shows 13' satisfies (iii). D 
l. 
A 
Set ordi(x) = (x(l)' ••• , x(i)' ••• , x(n)). 
{ n-1 < < } Lemma i.!J.. Let n > 1, S e Hn, and let AS Y e R : Y1 < Y2 • • • Yn-1 • 
Then £.2!. 1 ~is n, 
~ 
I I 
I 
I I 
... 
i .1 
... 
-· 
I 
-
-
1
1 I 
I 
-
! I 
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(4.5) f3[ordi(x) e A]= (n-1)! S[(x1, ••• , xn_1) e A]. 
Proof: Obviously, 
n 
(4.6) f3[ordi(x) e A]= k~ S[ordi(x) e A, xn = x(k)]. 
Consider each of the summands on the right. Examine first the summand 
fork= i and notice that xn = x(i) implies ordi(x) = ord(x1, ••• , xn_1). 
Thus 
(4.7) f3[ord.(x) e A, x = x(·)] = E f3[TT(x1 , ••• , x 1 ) e A, x = x(·)] 1 D 1 rres n- n 1 
n-1 
= (n-1)! f3[(x1, ••• , xn_1) e A, xn = x(i)] 
= ( n~ 1) ! f3 [ ( xl ' . . . , x 1) e A] • n-
The second equality is by condition (i) and the final equality is by 
condition (iii). 
Suppose now that k ~ i. Then 
(4.8) f3[ordi(x) e A, xn = x(k)] 
n-1 A 
= E f3[ord(x1 , ••• , xj, ••• , xn) e A, xj = x(i)' xn = x(k)] j=l 
= f3[ord(x1 , ••• , xn_1) e A, xn = x(i)] 
= S[ord1(x) e A, xn = x(i)]. 
The second equality follows from condition (i) when j and n are interchanged. 
The result (4.5) now follows from (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8). CJ 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, let f3 e R and let Q be the 
n 
a-distribution of ord x. That a s~tisfies (iv) is immediate from con-
dition (ii). Also, (v) is a consequence of Lemma 4.3 in the special case when 
m = n-1. For general m, an inductive argument can be based on Lemma 4.2. 
One additional lemma helps to set the stage for the next section. Let 
Se H and define, forte R, 
n 
F(t) = S(x e Rn: x1 ~ t}. 
- 12 -
Lemma 4.4. ~ every t e R and, m i = 1, ••• , n, 
Proof: By Theorem 1, the S-distribution of ord xis in O. Thus, by 
n 
condition (v) with m = 1, S[x(i) ~ t] is the same for all i = 1, ••• , n. 
Furthermore, 
S[x(l) ~ t] s S[xi ~ t] ~ S[x(n) st], 
for all i. Hence, all these probabilities are equal. 0 
Let 
... ' n}, 
S = {x e Rn: x. st, i = 1, ••• , n}. t 1 
Proof: S(Lt) + S(st) = S[x(l) > t] + S[x(n) ~ t] = 1 - F(t) + F{t). 0 
5. !!. solution m arbitrary finite n. 
Let v be a probability R and define, for each positive integer 
n, the strategic product measure n n v on R by the formula 
(5.1) vn(A) = J ... /A(x1, ••• , xn) v(dxn) ••• v(dx1) 
for A SRn. In (5.1), the set A has been identified with its indicator 
function. This useful convention, which is due to de Finetti, is followed 
below. 
If v were countably additive, then n v would be the usual product 
measure and the order of integration in (5.1) would be irrelevant. Here 
the order can be crucial, as will b·e seen in Lemma 5.3 below. 
h . ~ . n(vn) Te syunnetr1zat1on ~- of vn is called a symmetric product 
measure because it is .clearly exchangeable and is also a product:measure 
in the sense· that it·agrees with n v on- sets of the form A1x ••• xAn' 
I 
..., 
l : 
~ 
---
\ 
i 
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A. c R. For countably additive v, vn and P(vn) agree on the Borel sets 
1. -
as well. 
If t e Rand if, for every e > O, 
v(t, t + e) = 1 (v(t-e, t) = 1) 
then v is concentrated,!! t+ (t-). Similarly, if 
v(a, + m) = 1 (o) 
for all a, then " is concentrated!!+ m (- m). 
Theorem 2. Let n ~ 2 and let " be a probability. on R. Then 
P(vn) e R if, and only if, " is concentrated at+ m or - =, or at 
n 
t+ or t- for some t e R. 
Proof: Let ~ = P(vn). The following two lemmas are helpful in the proof 
n 
of nece~sity. 
Lemma i:,!. If µ e H, then v{x} = 0 for every x e R. 
n n 
Proof: If the conclusion were false, then, as is easy to see,µ would 
n 
violate condition (ii) (no ties). er 
Let F(x) = v(- m, x] for x e R. 
Lemma g. If µ e H, then for every x e R, F(x) = 0 or F(x) = 1. 
n n 
Proof: Suppose, by way of contradiction, that F(t) = A for some t e R, 
0 <A< 1. Let 
L = {x: x1 > t, 
S = (x: x1 ~ t, 
... , 
... , 
X > t}, 
n 
X ~ t}. 
n 
Both Land Sare invariant under permutations of the coordinates and, hence, 
µ (L) = vn(L) andµ (s) = vn(s). 
n n 
By (5.1), vn(L) = (1-A)n and vn(s) = An. Therefore, 
µ (L) + µ (s) =An+ (1-A)n 
n n 
<A+ (1-A) 
= 1, 
which contradicts the corollary to Lennna 4.4. 0 
-14 -
To prove the direct implication of Theorem 2, suppose ~ e H. If 
n n 
F(x) = 0 (1) for all x e R, then, as is easily seen, vis concentrated at 
- ~ (+ ~). If F assumes both values O and 1, let 
t = inf(x: F(x) = l}. 
If F(t) = 1 (o), then " is concentrated at t- (t+). 
Lennna 2.=..3.. (i) If " is concentrated at+ m or at t-, then 
n{ n < } v x e R : x1 x < ••• < x = 1. 2 n 
(ii) If v is concentrated at - ~ or t+, then 
Proof: The proof will be given for a v concentrated at t-. (The other 
cases can be handled similarly or reduced to this one by appropriate trans-
forma.tions.) 
Let A1 = (- m, t) and, for n ~ 2, let 
An = {x e Rn: x1 < x2 < ••• < xn < t}. 
Then, for n ~ 2, 
JAn(xl' ••• , xn-1' xn)v(dxn) = An_l(xl' ••• , xn-1)' 
as follows from (5.2). Now use (5.1) to conclude 
vn(A ) = "n-l(A 1) = ••• = v(A1) = 1. D n n-
The next lemma holds for an arbitrary probability v on R. 
Lemma 2.:2±,. For 1 ~ m < n, the marginal 
coordinates (in ascending order) is vm. 
n 
v distribution on any set of m 
Proof: It is enough to give the proof form= n-1, for then the general 
case will follow by an inductive argument. What must be shown is that 
vn(A) = vn-l(B) 
A 
n-1 n ( ) J for B c R and A = {x e R : x1 , ••• , xi, • • • , xn e B • Fix 1 < i < n. 
Then 
\ I 
I 
ti.I 
--
1 
\ I 
--
- i5 -
=JJJA(u, xi,v)vn-i(dv)v(dxi)"i-l(du) 
= JJJB(u,v)vn-i(dv)v(dx.)vi-l(du) 
. i 
=JJB(u,v)vn-i(dv)vi-l(du) 
= J' ~ .. J'B(x1 , ••• ,xn-l )v(dxn-l) ••• "(dx1) 
n-1() 
=" B • 
For i = 1 or i = n, the calculation is similar but even simpler. D 
It is now easy to prove the converse half of Theorem 2. Indeed, if 
"is concentrated at+~ or -t, then, by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, "n e O and, 
n 
hence, by Theorem. 1, P( vn) e H • If " is concentrated at -~ or t+, 
n 
let a be the vn-distribution of r(x), where r(x1 , ••• ,xn) = (xn, ••• ,x1). 
Then, by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, a e (>n and, by Proposition 1, P(a)eHn. But 
P(a) = P(vn). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
6. Extension to the infinite case. 
----------
Consider now the question of the existence of an infinite sequence 
of variables x1,x2 ••• such that, for every n, x1 , ••• ,Xn satisfy Hill's 
conditions. In view of the precedi~g results, it is not difficult to see 
that such sequences exist and this is recorded in the next theorem. 
Theorem.3.. There i:!_ !. finitely additive probability measure ~~ defined 
~ 
~~subsets £! R whose marginal£!:~ first ~ coordinates .!! ~ Rn 
£.5?£ every n. 
Proof: The! ·notation of section 5 will be us ed. Thus " is a probability 
on R, vn is the probability on Rn defined by (5.1), and I-Lu= r("n). Assume 
that " is concentrated at t+, t-, +~,or - ~, so that Theorem 2 implies 
~ e H for every n. The following lemma shows that the u are consistent 
n n r-n 
~ 
with a probability on R. 
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Lemma 6.1. [2!: 1 ~ m < n, ~ µ.n marginal distribution~ any~~ m 
coordinates isµ 
- m. 
Proof: By induction, it is enough to treat the case m = n-1 and, by the 
excha.ngeability ofµ, there is no loss of generality in taking the first 
n 
m coordinates. 
n-1 · Let A SR and calculate 
µ. (A x R) = 
n 
= 
= 
J:.r :E vn[Tr(x) e A x R] 
n. TTeS 
n 
:.i 6 \Jn-l [TT' (y) e A] 
(n-l)! rr'es 
n-1 
Here the first and last equalities are by definition ofµ andµ 1 , the n n-
second is by Lemmas 4_.1 and 5.4, and the third holds because each TT' in 
s l is the image of n elements in S under the mapping TT ~rr, which is 
n- n 
:defined just before Lemma 4 .1. D 
Return to the proof of Theorem 3 and define 
µ,(Bx R~) = µ (B) 
00 n 
n for B S R • By Lemma 6.1, this definition makes sense. Although the 
Kolmogorov extension does not apply in the present finitely additive 
00 
setting, it is possible to extend µ
00 
to all subsets of R using a finitely 
additive technique such as the Hahn-Banach theorem. D 
There is an alternative approach to the proof of Theorem 3 in which 
the definition of lloo 
00 
the distribution on R 
imitates that of n µ. on R • 
n 
First, let 
such that, under v00 , x1 has distribution 
00 
v be 
v and, 
for every n ~ 1, given x1, ••• ,xn' the conditional distribution of xn+l is 
·; ! 
.... 
I 
--
I I I 
I 
I 
--
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00 
v. The measure v is strategic in the sense of Dubins and Savage (1965) 
00 
and has a natural extension to the Borel subsets of R described by Purves 
and Sudderth (1976). The ~co distribution is obtained by choosing a point 
00 
at random according to v and then putting the coordinates in a random 
order. To make the second step precise, let S
00 
be the group of those per-
mutations of the natural numbers which leave all but a finite number of 
coordinates fixed. The group S has an invariant, finitely additive 
co 
probability y as is perhaps well-known and not too difficult to prove. 
The measure V can be used to choose the random order of the coordinates, 
and µ
00 
can be defined by the following formula 
µ00 (A) = f ~00 {x: TT(x) e A} Y(d1T), 
where A is a Borel subset of R
00
, rr e s
00
, x = (x1 , x2 , ••• ) e R
00
, and 
1T(x) = (¾(1)' Xrr(2)'•••)• 
7._ Extreme points of H. 
- n 
Are there members of H different from the synnnetric product measures 
n 
p(vn) of Theorem 2? The answer is 'yes' because H is a convex set of 
n 
measures and, hence, mixtures of elements in H are again in the set. The 
n 
next question is whether there are members of H which are not mixtures of 
n 
the symmetric product measures in H. The answer remains 'yes' as the 
n 
following example demonstrates for H2 • 
Example. Let TT be a translation invariant probability on R and let 
(:3 be that probability on R2 such that the a-distribution of x1 is rr and 
such that the f:3-conditional distribution of x2 given x1 assigns probability 
½ to each of the points x1 + 1 and x1 - 1. Formally, for AS R2 
f:3(A) = ½ rr(x: (x,x + 1) e A} + ½ 1T(x: (x, x-1) e A}. 
The measure f:3 is in H2 and is not a mixture of the synunetric product· 
measures in H2 • 
To check that f:3 is in H2 is easy. Conditions {i) and (iii) are 
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immediate, and the following calculation verifies condition (ii): 
If r(A) = {{x, y): (y, x) e A}, then 
13 (r(A)) = ½ rr(x: (x, x+l) e r(A)) + ½ TT(x: (x, x-1) e r(A)) 
= ½ TT(x: (x+l, x) e A)+ ½TT(x:{x-1, x) e A) 
= ½ TT(x: (x, x-1) e A)+ ½TT(x: (x, x+l) e A) 
= 13(A). 
All but the third equality are definiti~ns; the third equality follows 
from the translation invariance of rr. 
To see that 13 cannot be represented as a mixture of symmetric 
product measures,note that 13((x1,x2 ): lx1 - x2 ( = 1} = 1 while for 
any symmetric product measure Vin H2--and hence any mixture of them--
Theorem 2 implies that V ((x1 ,x2 ): e < (x1 - x2 f < M} = 0 for all 
positive e and M. 
The measure 13 has the same properties if the conditional distri-
bution of x2 given x1 is taken to be that of Y + ~l where Y has 
any countably additive distribution which is symmetric about zero. The 
proof that 13 is in H2 uses Theorem 3 of Heath and Sudderth (1976). 
Despite the example, it is true that every measure in H is a mixture 
n 
of probabilities which have much in common with the symmetric product 
measures. To see this, view H as being a subspace of the collection F 
n 
of all functions from subsets of Rn to [0,1]. Equip F with the topology 
of pointwise convergence under which it is compact. Then H is a convex, 
n 
closed (and, hence, compact) subset of F, as is easy to verify. By the 
Krein-Milman Theorem (Dunford and Schwartz (1957), Theorem V.8.4), Hn is 
the closed, convex hull of its extreme points or, what amounts to the 
same thing, every measure in H is a (finitely additive) mixture of the 
n 
extreme points. We have not been able to characterize the set of extreme 
points of H, but some information about them is given below. 
n 
\ i 
f 
\ I 
.... 
i 
... 
\ i 
\ I 
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Hewitt and Savage (1955) did characterize the extreme points of the 
n 00 
exchangeable measures on R and R. However, they restricted their study 
of finitely additive measures to those defined only on cylinder sets. 
Such a simplifying restriction is not possible here because the event 
[x = x(·)], which occurs in the definition of H, is not a cylinder set. 
n i n 
A probability a on Rn is concentrated !.E_ t+ (t-) ~~ diagonal if, 
for every e > O, 
a {x e Rn: t < x. < t + e , i = 1, •.• , n} = 1 
l. 
(a(x e Rn: t - e < x. < t, i = 1, ••• , n} = 1). 
l. 
Similarly, a is concentrated,!!+ 00 (- 00) if, for every a e R, 
a(x e Rn: x. > a, i = 1, ... , n} = 1 
l. 
(13 {x e Rn: x. < a, i = 1, ... , n} = 1). 
l. 
Let C be the collection of those a which are concentrated in one 
n 
of the 
senses above. The measures P(vn), which occur in Theorem 2, are easily 
seen to be elements of C. Let e be the set of extreme points of H. 
n n n 
Theorem.!!:_. For n :?! 2, e c C • 
n - n 
Proof: Let j3 e en and F(t) = a[x1 ~ t] forte R. If, for some t e R 
and 1 e (0,1), F(t) = 1, then a= A~s + (1-l)aL where Ss and SL are 
probabilities on Rn defined by 
S s (A) = A -la ( [x1 S: t] n A) , 
aL (A) = (1-l)-1a( [x1 > t] n A]. 
With:the aid of Lemma 4.4, it is not difficult to check that a8 and f,L 
are in H. But this contradicts our assumption that a is extreme. 
n 
Hence, no such A can exist and F(t) = 0 or 1 for all t, 
If F(t) = 0 (1) for all t, then a is concentrated at+ 00 (- 00) as 
Lemma 4.4 implies. If F assumes both the values O and 1 and 
t = inf{s: F(s) = 1}, then r, is concentrated at t+ or t- on the diagonal 
according as F(t) = 0 or 1 as follows again from Lemma 4.4. CJ 
. · - 20 -
From Theorem 4 and the Krein-Milman Theorem, it follows that, for 
n ~ 2, every measure in H is a mixture of concentrated measures. 
n 
a. ~distribution~ !h!:_ range. 
The range of a vector x e Rn is defined to be r = r(x) = x(n) - x(l)• 
Further information about the measures in H is obtained in this section 
n 
in terms of the distribution of the ranger. The first result, which is 
almost a corollary of Theorem 4, is that, for n ~ 2, if the values of x 
cannot be arbitrarily large, then r must be concentrated near·zero. 
Theorem .2.• ~ n ~ 2, 13 e Hn ~ suppose S E,!!. compact support. Then 
13 [r < e] = 1 ~ every e > 0 
Proof: Since S has compact support, there is a finite interval [a,b] 
such that S[a ~ x(l) ~ x(n) ~ b] = 1. Fore> O, let a= t 0 < t 1 < ••. < tn = b 
be a partition of [a,b] such that t.+l - t. < e for i = 0, ••• , n-1. Then 
n i i 
[r > e] :: k~ [x(l) :s; ~ < x(n)]. 
Furthermore, for every k, 
S[x(l) ~ tk < x(n)] = S[x(l) :s; ~] - S[x(n) ~ ~] = O, 
by Lemma 4.4. Cl 
If n = 2, then the example of section 7 shows that r can have any 
countably additive distribution when S does not have compact support. 
However, for n ~ 3, the distribution of r must be concentrated near O and~, 
I. ; 
.... 
• I 
I I 
I , 
I 
-
I I 
... 
\ I 
as the following theorem shows. ..i 
Then !3{x e Rn: e < r(x) < M} = 0 for all 
- --
I I 
positive numbers e ~ M. 
Proof: The proof is based on the ~quality 
(8.1) r = d + ••• + d, 2 n 
where di= x(i) - x(i-l)' and on the fact that each of the mnnegative func- '-' 
tions r, d, ••• , d have the same distribution under S. This latter fact 
2 n 1 
1 
is because the distribution of ord x under Sis in O (Theorem 1) so that I.. 
n 
condition (v) in the definition of 9n applies. 1 , 
~ 
... 
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Let t > O. By {8.1), the event [r > t] contains [d. > t] for each i. 
1. 
However, these two events have the same measure under 13. Hence, they can 
differ only by a set of fl-measure zero. Consequently, the events [r > t] 
and [d2 > t, ••• , dn > t] also differ only by a S-null set. Now calculate 
as follows: 
f3[r > t] = f3[d2 > t, ••• , dn > t] 
~ f3[d2+•••+dn > (n-l)t] 
= f3[r > (n-l)t]. 
It follows that f3[t < r ~ (n-l)t] = 0 and, more generally, that 
(8.2) 
for O < t 1 < t 2 < 
00
• 
Corollary. ~ n ~ 3 2 13 e Hn. 
:\ e [O,l] ~~ 
2~~' ~ every e > 0, 
(8.4) f3o[r < e] = f300[r > e] = 1. 
Then there exist . A... arid S e H and 
t-U-00 n-
Proof: To define the two components 13 0 , 1300 , first fix t > 0 and let 
1 = fl [r ~ t]. If :\ = 1 (1 = o), set flo (1300 ) = 13 and let 1300 · (13 0 ) be 
any measure in H which satisfies 
n 
13 O (A) = A - lf3 (A n [ r ~ t] ) , 
!300 (A) = (1-1)-113(A n [r > t]) 
(8.4). If O <A< 1, define 
for A S;Rn. Clearly, (8.3) holds and (8.4) follows from (8.2). It 
remains only to check that 130 , '300 e Hn. The conditions of exchangeability 
and no ties are trivial to verify. The proof of condition (iii) requires 
a preliminary observation. 
[ r > t] => [ I x2 - x1 I > t] 
::, [d2 > t, ••• , dn > t]. 
As previously noted, the first and last events differ by a S-null set. 
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Thus the same must be true of the first and second events. Now let 
A= Bx R for some B c Rn-land let C = [x = x(·)]. Then 
- i n 1. 
13 (A n C • ) = ( 1-A )-¾ (A n [ r > t] n C • ) 
~ 1. 1. 
= (1-X)-1f3(A n [lx2 ~ x1 I > t] n Ci) 
= (1-X)-ln-¾(A n [(x2 - x1I > t]) 
= (1-A)-ln-113(A n [r > t]) 
= n·
113~ (A). 
The third equality in the calculation uses condition (iii) for a. This 
verifies (iii) for 13~· A similar calculation does the same for 130 • 0 
9. A formula for predictive distributions. 
Consider a typical statistical framework in which x1, x2, ••. , Xn+l 
are.· independent random variables each having the (countably additive) 
distribution a(8). Suppose 8 has a (prior) distribution ~ and that 
v(x1, ••• , xn) is a (posterior) distribution for 8 given x1 = x1, ••• , Xn = xn. 
~hen a (predictive) distribution for Xn+l given x1 = x1, ••• , Xn = xn is 
Y(x1, ••• ,xn) where 
(9.l) Y(x1 , ••• , xn)(A) = f a(e)(A) v(x1 , ••• ,xn)(d8), 
for A a Borel subset of R. This is a standard formula in the conven-
tional, countably additive theory. The object of this section is to.verify 
it when the prior distribution µ is only finitely additive a_nd, in 
particular, to verify (3.l) which is a special case of (9.1). The proof 
is based on two lemmas whose statements require the following definition. 
For a nonempty set Y, let ~(Y) be the set of finitely additive 
probabilities on Y. Consider nonempty sets 
,?- = Y1x ••• xYk, 1 s: k s; n+l. A strategy a 
Y1, ••• ,Yn+l and let 
_ _n+l 
on Y is a sequence 
a0 ,a1, ••• ,an where a0 e ln(Y1) and, for 1 ::;; k ~ n, ak is a mapping from 
,?- to ln(Yk+l). Each strategy a on Yn+l determines a probability, also 
denoted a, in ln(Yn+l), which is defined by the formula 
.. 
\ . 
... . 
I I 
I 
I i 
I I 
i 
I i 
' I 
l ; 
~--
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(9.2 ) ag = fJ ... Jg(yl, ••• , Yn+l)an(yl, ••• , yn)(dyn+l) ••• al(yl)(dy2)cro(dyl) 
for bounded functions g from Yn+l to R. A probability in ln(Yn+l) is 
called strategic if it arises from a strategy in this manner. Roughly 
speaking, strategic probabilities are those which can be defined by a 
system of conditional distributions. As is well-known, countably addi-
tive· probabilities on sufficiently regular product spaces can always 
be defined via conditionals. However, there do exist finitely additive 
probabilities which are far from strategic (see Dubins (1975)). All 
mention of sigma-fields and measurability is suppressed in the rest of 
this section •. However, it is easy to see that the conclusions generalize 
to a situation in which each Yi ~s equipped with a sigma-field and only 
od • 1 f · Yn+l · d d pr uct measuraa e unctions on are consi ere. 
be the 
--
marginal distribution _£f a ~ Y1 x Y3• Then a' is also strategic with 
a~= a0 ~ 
(9 •3) ai(yl)cp = ff~(y3)cr2(yl,y2)(dy3)crl(yl)(dy2) 
~ cp !. bounded function ~ Y3 ~ R. 
Proof: Let g' be a bounded function from Y1 x Y3 
to R and set 
Then 
g(yl,y2.y3) = g'(yl, Y3)• 
a'g' = ag 
= jffg'(y1,Y3)cr2(Y1,Y2)(dy3)crl(yl)(dy2)cro(dyl) 
= fJg'(y1,Y3)ai(yl)(dy3)ao(dyl). 
The first equality is by definition of the marginal distribution, the 
second is by (9.2), and the third by (9.3). CJ 
Lennna 9.2. be the 
measure induced by a ~ Y2 x Y1 x Y3 by reversing~ first~ 
coordinates. If ~ marginal distribution of S 2_!! Y2 x Y1 !!_ strategic, 
- 24-
~ J, !! strategic ~ Y2 x Y1 x Y3 ~ J,2 (y2 ,y1) ~ !?.!. taken E,2 ~ 
a2(yl'y2) • 
Proof: Let J,' be the marginal of S on Y2 x Y1• Because S' is 
induced by a strategy a0 ,a1 , it follows that; for bounded functions g' 
from Y2 x Y1 to R, 
fg' da' = jfg'(y2,Y1)s1<~2)(dy1)ao(dy2) 
= fJg'(y2,yl}al(yl)(dy2)ao(dyl). 
Thus, if g is a bounded function from Y2 x Y1 x Y3 
to R, 
JJJg(y2,Y1,Y3)a2(y1,Y2)(dy3)J,l(y2)(dy1)So{dy2) 
=f/Jg(y2,Y1,Y3)a2(Y1,Y2)(dy3)al(yl)(dy2)ao{dyl) 
= J'g dS. 
The desired conclusions now follow., D 
To derive (9.1) from the lennnas, let Y1 = ®, Y2 = Rn, and Y3= R. 
Let a be the strategy on Y1 x Y2 x Y3 
such that a0 =~(prior on®), 
a1(9) is the product measure a(e)n on Rn, and a2(8,y2) = a(9). Next 
let S be the measure obtained from a by reversing® and Y2 as in Lemma 
9.2. By assumption, there is a (posterior) distribution for 8 given 
y 2 • Thus the marginal of J, on Y2 x ® is strategic. Hence, by Lemma 
9.2, Sis strategic and 
a2(y2,e) = a2(9,y2) = a(e) 
Now apply Lennna 9.1 to see that the marginal S' of S on y2 x y3 is 
strategic with 
a'(y2)~ = !J'~(y3)a(e)(dy3)al(y2)(d8) 
for bounded functions ~ from Y3 to R. 
This final formula is the 
same, except for notation, as (9.1). 
• 
i 
_. 
I 
-
I 
... 
i 
~ 
I 
-
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10. !!2 questions. 
The natural way to attempt a construction of a measure in H is 
n 
to specify its successive conditional distributions. One selects a 
distribution for x1 and then a conditional distribution for x2 given 
x1 in such a way that the distribution of (x1 , x2 ) is an element of H2 • 
Such a construction is presented in the example of section 7. However, 
we have not been able to continue in this fashion and specify a distri-
bution for x
3 
given {x1, x2 ) so that the joint distribution of (x1 , x2 , x3) 
lies in H
3
• We do not know whether this can be done. Equivalently, we do 
not know whether there exist any strategic measures in H 
n 
for n ~ 3. 
According to a famous theorem of de Finetti, every infinite sequence 
of exchangeable variables is a mixture of sequences of i~dependent variables. 
A very general version of the theorem was proved by Hewitt and Savage (1955). 
However,their results do not settle the question of whether any (or all) of 
~ 
the exchangeable measures on R of section 6 can be represented as a 
finitely additive mixture of countably additive, independent, identically 
distributed variables. If such a representation were possible, the mixing 
measure would be a natural noninformative prior on the space of countably 
additive distribution functions. Recall that Jeffrey's prior on normal 
distributions did lead (in section 3) to an element of_H3• 
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